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Used Hot Chamber Die Casting Machines 
 
Fiss-Machines offers you know-how and experience  
We, at Fiss, have been dealing with used hot chamber die casting machines for over 30 years and 

have already been able to broker hundreds of used machines and successfully install them at a new 

location.  

Our experience and high professional competence distinguish us as well as the distribution of suitable 

peripheral machines and automation technology.  

With us you can rely on an all-round service. We will inform you just as reliably about a necessary 

partial or complete overhaul of your favourite plant as we will about suitable automation equipment 

and other service offers. No matter whether it's mould spraying systems, failure test scales or removal 

devices: We advise you intensively and completely on the purchase or sale of your used hot 

chamber die casting machine.  

In addition to market orientation, our prices also depend on the additional automation and services you 

choose. We would be pleased to take over the complete process for you, including appraisal of the 

used plant, dismantling, logistics and transport as well as commissioning and instruction at the new 

location. 

 
Reconditioning of die casting machines! 

 
Reconditioning of hot chamber 
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